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Resum del projecte: cal adjuntar dos resums del document, l'un en anglès i l'altre en la llengua del document, on 
s'esmenti la durada de l'acció 
Resum en la llengua del projecte (màxim 300 paraules) 
 
El projecte Barchito és un projecte Interrnacional que va involucrar tres universitats: La Universitat Autònoma de 
Barcelona, la Universitat de Toronto (Canadà) i la Universitat de Roosevelt (USA). El seu objectiu principal era posar en 
contacte estudiants de les tres universitats (de tres cursos diferents) per discutir al voltant de temes com ara 
l'ensenyament/aprenentatge i elements culturals de cada país. Aquest projecte presenta la natura de l'experiència des de 
la visió dels participants: alumnat i professorat. Superant diferències inicials de llengua, els participants van aprendre 
d'altra cultura, van aprendre sobre altres maneres d'ensenyar i van aprendre, en definitiva, sobre ells mateixos. L'eina 
d'aprenentatge col.laboratiu els va ajudar a sobrepassar el context immediat, emprant per això, l'eina tecnològica 
anomenada: Knowledge Forum. El projecte va tenir una durada que va anar des de la primavera a la tardor del 2006. 
Dins dels resultats obtinguts (que es poden trobar a la memòria que s'adjunta) podem dir:  
 
Els participants van dir que havien après força sobre ells mateixos i que van poder ser partícipeps d'aprenendre en una 
situació nova. Van dir que el fet de disposar d'un ambient de suport, sense judicis, informal, els va arribar a donar la 
confiança per fer allò que no sabien si podrien fer, sobretot pel que fa a la llengua.  
 
Els participants de Barcelona van incidir de manera reiterada en el quant havien après i sobre altres formes d'ensenyar 
que eren molt diferents de metodologies a les quals estaven acostumats (com a diferència d'una metodologia molt més 
constructivista). Tots ells van acordar que era la primera vegada, com alumnes, que es van veure tractats com adults i 
que es valoraven les seves opinions al llarg de tot el procés autònom. 
 
Els participants van reiterar quant havien aprés sobre una altra cultura -mitjançant el feedback de les entrevistes era 
aparent que el factor "aprenentatge" anava des d'observar l'amplada dels carrers de Chicago fins comprovar que 
l'aprenentatge podia ser divertit. Els participants també van poder reflexionar sobre el què havien après sobre ells 
mateixos i que van poder entomar els desafiaments previstos. Van subratllar que l'atmosfera que es va anar creant al 
llarg de tot el procés els va facilitar el guanyar confiança en sí mateixos per fer allò que en un principi no sabien si ho 
podrien fer, especialment pel que fa a la llengua.  
 
Des del nostre punt de vista, apart dels elements tècnics del procés amb l'eina Knowledge Forum, i enfocant més el que 
els participants van anar aprenent, ens van sorprendre el grau amb el qual aquest projecte els va portar més aprop com a 
participants i com ens vam apropar com a comunitat d'aprenentatge vàlida.  
 
Per concloure dir que els resultats obtinguts en aquest projecte van tenir implicacions evidents per ajudar als participants 
(futurs professionals de l'educació) a veure el potencial de les TICs i  aprendre/entendre realitats culturals. 
 
 
 



 

 

Resum en anglès(màxim 300 paraules) 
 
The Barchito project is an International Project involving three Universities: Autonomous University of Barcelona 
(Barcelona, Spain), University of Toronto (Toronto, Canada) and Roosevelt University (Chicago, US). The focus of the 
project was to have student teachers’ from each of these universities discuss issues of teaching and culture by using  
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to communicate, thereby gaining “hands-on” experience that would 
be potentially helpful when they have their own classrooms. This project reports on the nature of the experience from the 
views of the participants and professors. Surmounting language differences and difficulties, participants learned about 
another culture, learned about alternative ways of teaching, and learned about themselves. The collaborative learning 
environment helped them transcend their immediate context, using the ICT tool, Knowledge Forum. The project took 
place during the spring and fall of 2006.  
 
Among the results, one could argue that: 
 
Participants said that they learned a lot about themselves as learners and what they are able to do if they risk trying. They 
said that the supportive, non-judgmental, informal atmosphere created gave them confidence to do what they were not 
sure they could do, especially with regard to language. 
 
Participants from Barcelona repeatedly expressed how much they learned about a way of teaching that was different from 
the didactic modes they normally experienced (we conceptualize this as the difference between constructivist and 
transmission teaching, but there are also imbedded cultural issues in their comments). All agreed that it was the first time 
as students that they felt that they had been treated as though they were adults who had opinions worth listening to and 
autonomous. 
  
Participants repeatdly said how rewarding it was to learn about another culture--in the feedback interviews it was apparent 
that their "learning" ran the gamut from observing that dimension wise Chicago offered other possibilities that didn't 
Barcelona, that professores are not always aloof, and that learning can be enjoyable. 
 
From the professors’ view, aside from learning many technical/process issues about Knowledge Forum technology and 
coming to understand what the participants were learning. We were pleasantly surprised at the degree to which the 
project brought them closer together as learners and the degree to which it brought us closer.  
 
In sum, the overall results of the project have implications for helping pre-service teachers learn about the potential of ICT 
for unique ways of learning and for cross cultural understanding. 
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Abstract 
 
The Barchito Project used an asynchronous electronic group workspace to enable pre-service 
teachers in Barcelona, Spain, to communicate with their peers in Chicago, USA, about issues of 
teaching and culture. This qualitative paper reports on the nature of the experience from the 
views of the participants and professors. Surmounting language differences and difficulties, 
participants learned about another culture, learned about alternative ways of teaching, and 
learned about themselves. The collaborative learning environment helped them transcend their 
immediate context. 
 
Keywords: Pedagogical issues; Post-secondary Education; Teacher Education; Collaborative 
Learning 
 
Main Text 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This paper reports on a project that addresses a standard problem in pre-service educational 
technology—how can we effectively teach pre-service teachers to learn about and, eventually, 
use ICT responsibly when they have their own classrooms? How to prepare pre-service 
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teachers for integrating technology in the classroom when they have little or no teaching 
experience and, not infrequently, are technophobic can be an enormous challenge. As Barfurth 
(2006) recently commented, “ICT integration continues to be in the toddler stage,” which we 
argue is (partly) due to limited opportunity for pre-service students to be challenged and 
motivated by powerful examples. The Barchito Project has been an effort to address the problem 
in a unique way by creating a collaborative learning experience about teaching and ICT with pre-
service students from two different cultures and languages. Seven pre-service students from 
Barcelona and five pre-service students from Chicago were simultaneously enrolled in an 
education ICT course at their respective universities. As part of each course, students used a 
Web-based program to communicate with their peers (whom they had never met) 1/3 the way 
around the world about becoming a teacher and using ICT. Students in Chicago and Barcelona 
had never participated in such an international experience, and none of the students were ICT 
sophisticated. In fact, it would be fair to say that most of the students found working with ICT 
very challenging and a few came close to being computer phobic.  
 
Pre-service teachers are commonly involved in projects that ask them to imagine what it will be 
like when they have their own classroom. Useful as such projects can be, many suffer from an 
“un-realness” to the experience because pre-service students seldom have access to their own 
classrooms (let alone responsibility). While our project aimed at unknown future classrooms, it 
was anchored in an intense present reality—the collaboration between students in Chicago and 
Barcelona was “real” and it was stimulating in ways not often seen in standard course projects. 
 
The immediate aim of the project was to create a learning environment that (1) exploited the 
potential of technology in a way that is nearly impossible without ICT, and (2) was so enticing as 
to attract the participation of even technophobes. We wanted to create a pre-service learning 
experience that had a significant “WOW” factor. If we could teach students ICT by involving 
them in an ICT experience that was genuine and interesting, then it would increase the likelihood 
that they would learn important aspects of ICT less painfully, which might increase the 
likelihood that they would try authentic and creative uses of ICT when they became teachers. If 
they could succeed at something “risky,” they might take a risk in the future. Whether they will 
actually use ICT in their future classrooms is something that only a follow-up study can address. 
However, the intensity of their experience—the “WOW” factor—can be qualitatively gauged 
from participants’ comments. The research reported in this paper qualitatively analyzes a unique 
approach to teaching ICT to pre-service teachers, an approach emerging from constructivist 
views about teaching/learning. During the course of the project we monitored how (qualitatively) 
effective such an approach was from the participants’ and instructors’ points of view. In our 
minds, the story below started as primarily an issue of ICT, but, over the course of the project, it 
came to be much more than that—it came to be primarily an interchange of ideas about culture 
and education while learning a new technology. Let us begin the story with a brief overview of 
the technology we used and the things we did to document the process of the project as it 
evolved. 

 
2. Knowledge Forum and What was Done 
 
The basic idea of The Barchito Project was to have a small group of education students from 
Barcelona and Chicago communicating with each other about culture, education, and technology 
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using the Internet. We set the process up to run for approximately two months, and, during this 
time, students were to make bi-weekly entries on a Web-based program called Knowledge 
Forum. Knowledge Forum (KF) is an asynchronous electronic group workspace (Scardamalia 
and Bereiter, 2003). The simplest version of the KF program is relatively easy to understand and 
use: a participant (who has a password) enters a message on KF, and any participant can read 
that message and respond to it. Participants can also reply to the responses and all of the 
messages, including responses, are preserved and visible for all participants. Messages and 
responses are usually grouped according to topics—we had a new topic every week for nine 
weeks. Another feature of the version of KF that we used was that participants could enter 
photographs as well as text, which, as will be seen below, was one reason the project was 
regarded as a success in the eyes of the participants. 
 
As time went by and participants entered and responded to messages,  “conversational strings” 
were created. For instance, one short string was as follows:  
 

■My opinion about KF (Monica, 22Mar06) 
  ■Spontaneous (Professor 2, 25Mar06)  
   ■Videoconferencia (Monica, 27Mar06)  
    ■Videoconferencia (Maite, 28Mar06)  
    ■Videoconferencia (Laia, 30Mar06) 

 
In this string, Monica initially enters a comment about KF on the 22nd of March. Three days 
later, Professor 2 responds to Monica, and Monica, in turn, responds to Professor 2 on the 27th. 
Maite and Laia respond to Monica on the 28th and 30th, respectively. (In the program, clicking 
the underlined title of the entry reveals its content.) As can be seen, entries are recorded in 
relation to other entries and can be seen at any time. Because it is an asynchronous program, 
participants can post entries at any time of the day or any day of the week. This was particularly 
important for the Barchito project because there is a seven-hour time difference between 
Barcelona and Chicago that, with everyone’s complicated schedules, made “real time” 
communication nearly impossible. (The asynchronous nature of KF was also important with 
respect to language, addressed below.) 
 
The preserved conversational strings for each of the eight topics became one of the major 
sources of data for tracking the progress of The Barchito Project and for reconstructing and 
interpreting the events of Barchito for purposes of this paper.  
 
In qualitative research terms, Barchito is best regarded as a qualitative case-study of global ICT 
teaching and learning that spanned March through May. Our analysis of the data proceeded as 
the project unfolded, as is common with qualitative research. We were fortunate that nearly all of 
our observations and interpretations about what was happening with the project were preserved 
in emails to each other. These emails, along with our field notes, constituted an “analysis and 
interpretation in progress.” Our emails and field notes, KF entries, students’ reflective reports, 
and follow-up sessions, provided a rich database from which we had a fairly complete record of 
the history of Barchito. All of the data were printed out and organized, first in terms of a 
chronological account, and secondly in terms of the issues that emerged from week to week. In 
most cases the issues discussed below came from our emails to each other, but in a few instances 
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and fresh insights came in view as we examined the volume of data. (The three of us met for 
project follow-up sessions in Toronto after a preliminary draft of the organization and analysis of 
Barchito.) In addition to items that emerged from Barchito as it progressed, we were keen to 
address three central questions: (1) what worked well with Barchito? (2) What was problematic? 
And (3) what was learned? Let us now turn to the participants. 
 
3. Participants and Their Context 
 
In many ways the story of Barchito is a story about the very different contexts of teaching and 
learning between Chicago and Barcelona and the language differences that symbolized those 
contexts. However, it is helpful to outline some of the more obvious similarities and differences, 
leaving the details to the section we call “Issues,” below. Right at the start of Barchito, there 
were differences between the two groups in language, culture, age, experience, and program—
the conditions of engagement were very different in the two contexts. We will begin with 
Barcelona. 
 
The Barcelona students spoke Catalan, Spanish, and a bit of English—they would have been 
exposed to English in primary and secondary school, but, as with most foreign language learning 
in public schools generally, the exposure to “real English” was minimal and their proficiency 
weak. They were young women between 20-22 years old who lived at home and had part-time 
jobs to finance their B.Ed. program. (In Spain, a potential elementary teacher can go from high 
school directly into a teacher education program, as with these students.) The program was a pre-
service, four-year, B.Ed. program for Pedagogy (which aims at teaching primary school, but may 
lead to educational work outside of the classroom) and students move as a cohort, frequently take 
courses together. An ICT course is mandatory during their second year. This elective course 
“Distance Education” went from February to May and was taught twice a week in the morning. 
 
The Barcelona participants typically came from small towns on the outskirts of the city and 
commuted to the university, where courses are taught in Catalan or Spanish. Although 
inexperienced, they were enthusiastic and extremely curious about anything outside of Spain, 
particularly anything concerning the USA (and the mystique of Chicago) due largely to exposure 
to USA media, movies in particular. Nevertheless, it would be fair to say that to some degree 
they had the standard European love/hate relationship with the USA. Throughout their B.Ed. 
program they worked as a cohort and had become fairly close friends who were in touch with 
each other on a daily basis, usually by cell phone if not in person. Barcelona students were part 
of an elective course in distance education where The Barchito Project was presented as a formal 
option in which sustained participation and contribution in the project would be the major 
requirement for course credit. Out of 65 students, 7 volunteered to participate.1 
 
The Chicago group presented a very different picture. They spoke English, no Spanish nor 
Catalan. They were older and, consequently, had more life experience than the Barcelona 
students—two were in their mid to late twenties, several were in their mid thirties, and one was 
over forty. (Six or seven had committed to Barchito, but four participated—the median age of 
those four was 30.) The Chicago participants all had full-time jobs, a fact that cannot be stressed 
too heavily. They were enrolled in a M.Ed. program and took most of their courses in the 
                                                 
1 Later, Professor 1 found that many more wished they had participated, but were intimidated by the language issue. 
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evening. This particular course, entitled “Technology in the Classroom”, met one evening each 
week from January through April.  Students came from large suburbs surrounding Chicago and 
commuted to the university after work. Consequently, unlike the cohort experience of the 
Barcelona participants, the Chicago participants were more isolated from each other, typical of 
the “night-school” grind. They had little opportunity to develop the kind of camaraderie and 
group identity that characterized the Barcelona participants. 
 
Whereas Barchito was the major course project for the Barcelona students, it was presented as an 
option for one of the mini-projects or as extra credit for Chicago students. They came to class 
after a long day, and, generally speaking, had contact with each other only during the class. Of 
the 12 students in the course, some were full-time teachers, some part-time, some were in the 
process of changing jobs and, some were simply “in transition.” Some of the students were 
married, some divorced, one was about to be married—all lived on their own. The life and 
professional experiences of the Chicago students was more varied and richer than the Barcelona 
students, as one might expect from an older group. Although they were certainly interested in the 
possibility of communicating with someone from Spain, they had a lot going on in their lives and 
did not have the enthusiasm of youth that characterized the Barcelona cohort. The lives of the 
four Chicago people who participated in Barchito were more complex and demanding than for 
Barcelona students.  
 
With regard to ourselves, the three of us are professors interested in issues about teaching and the 
use of ICT in education. Professor 1 teaches in the B.Ed. program of the Department of 
Systematic and Social Pedagogy at the Autonomous University of Barcelona. Professor 2 teaches 
in the graduate and B.Ed. program in the Department of Secondary Education and is Associate 
Dean of Education at Roosevelt University in Chicago. Professor 3 teaches in the graduate 
program of the Department of Curriculum, Teaching and Learning at the University of Toronto.2 
Our cultural contexts were different, but not so different as to be prohibitive for the use of ICT 
we were beginning to invision. We anticipated that, because this was a first-time venture, such a 
project would have to be flexible enough to accommodate unforeseen issues as they emerged. 
Our idea for Barchito was that it would be developmental—each week’s activity would be based 
on what we had learned from the week before. Barchito was conceptualized primarily as 
participation between Professor 1’s students in Barcelona and Professor 2’s students in Chicago. 
Because of workload and teaching schedules, Professor 3 (who was not teaching an ICT course 
at the time) was the coordinator of the project. As will be discussed below, over time the three of 
us became increasingly involved as active participants in Barchito, which turned out to have 
quite an impact, particularly for the Barcelona cohort. 
 
The leadership of Barchito was shared among the three of us and it was very organic. Depending 
on what was happening at any particular moment (for instance, during Spring breaks), one of us 
would quietly assume responsibility and participate more actively in order to keep up 
momentum. It is important that someone is at the helm and, while we did not have a specific 
plan, we knew the general direction we wanted to go. Comments made by participants have 

                                                 
2 The three of us met at an AERA conference in Montreal where we discussed the possibility of global, cross-
cultural learning about technology while using technology as the vehicle for communication. We talked about the 
type of ICT learning situation that could take advantage of different student contexts and that would have enough 
“shape” to be workable. 
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allowed us to infer that we came across as knowing what we were doing—participants’ 
willingness to swim in uncharted waters was likely fostered to the extent to which we were 
perceived as confident with the process.3 
 
4. Topics 
 
Knowledge Forum is an open-ended platform—that is, aside from the mechanics of how it 
works, nothing is prescribed or set as a form on the workspace. An “administrator” sets the 
topics and the manner in which they will be handled. The three of us acted in the role of 
administrator. We decided that a basic structure that would not be too overwhelming would be to 
have (no more than) one new topic per week. We gave a descriptive title for each topic that 
would help participants know what it was about without “opening” it, and we encouraged similar 
titles for individual entries, anticipating that it would become difficult to deal with the sheer 
number of entries as Barchito progressed. Usually, there was a welcoming message entered by 
one of us at the beginning of each topic. We encouraged participants to respond to each other’s 
entries as often as possible, but at the beginning of Barchito we suggested at least two entries per 
week. We tried to foster participation by ending our responses to entries with a gentle question to 
the participant that could be addressed relatively easily—we wanted participants to get into the 
rhythm of writing and responding to entries. (As the weeks progressed, most participants entered 
more than two entries, and it became clear that many of them were “hooked,” a point we shall 
return to below.) 
 
Although the three of us were “administrators” on KF, we tried not to be to directive. We saw 
our role as primarily supportive, working to establish trust, giving encouragement, and helping 
with technical details like how to attach photos. As time went on, and participants gained 
confidence with the technology and with informal conversations with “professors,” our role 
shifted more to issues of substance, and students took greater risks at shaping the direction of 
Barchito—students, for instance, pressed for ending Barchito with a videoconference and were 
actively involved in setting it up. The three of us also shared the “teaching” responsibility in 
coordinating the process, each participating and picking up the slack at appropriate moments, 
alerting participants (always via KF) to when Spring Breaks would happen, keeping everyone 
informed as to “where things were at,” and so on. The relatively flexible arrangement among the 
three of us turned out to be one of the “learnings” about teaching, particularly for the Barcelona 
participants who were used to only lecture as a mode of teaching. Nevertheless, in the first weeks 
of Barchito, learning how to work with KF for students was primarily a matter of modeling what 
we did. For instance, when we first entered photos, then other participants did the same. 
 
We started with a tentative schedule of topics primarily to give the project shape and to be sure 
that we covered educational issues such as ICT and teaching. However, as we had never done 
such “global teaching” before, we agreed to not be frozen by our initial list. Barchito was very 
much a work in progress, and we communicated almost daily about its quality and progress.  
 

                                                 
3 One student commented to Professor 1 about a different forum that was disorganized and chaotic partly because 
the professor was unsure of herself and did not know how to foster participation—from what the student said, it 
appeared that the forum simply became another way of delivering a lecture. 
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It is helpful to provide a brief description of the topics (as they finally appeared) and our 
rationale for them.  
 
“My City” (Week #1): We decided to start Barchito with a topic that would be relatively easy to 
talk about and might be a gentler icebreaker than talking about oneself. Barcelona and Chicago 
are cities that are famous for their architecture, and we reasoned that this would make 
conversation a bit easier because photos could be included. Everyone had been prepped about 
what to expect and had been given a tentative schedule. Professor 3 led off by introducing 
himself and showing a photo of Toronto. Although, “My City” worked as we had hoped as a 
topic, much later we discovered that, out of all the participants, only one actually came from one 
of the two great cities. Such “discoveries” were not uncommon with Barchito, and writing about 
them now raises a question about why we did not know such elementary bits of information—
looking back, it becomes clear that, although the three of us communicated frequently, we made 
some unwarranted assumptions. 
 
“Places I Like” (Week #2): This topic continued the icebreaking. Interestingly, we had intended 
that the topic would allow people to talk and show pictures of their neighbourhood or favourite 
places they would go to on a weekly or daily basis—coffee shops, parks, cinemas, etc. However, 
the first entry by one of the participants was of a favourite vacation spot, and that entry set the 
trend for participants to show and talk about exotic vacation spots, like the Canary Islands. Here 
again, this might have had unanticipated outcomes. Going to the Canary Islands is wildly exotic 
to a person from the suburbs of Chicago, but not so exotic for a person from Barcelona (where 
the KF entry came from). In the early stages of Barchito, participants tended to mimic what the 
preceding participant had done, and some might have been a bit reticent to make an entry if they 
perceived that the form to follow was to enter someplace exotic and they had not been to any 
exotic places. 
 
“Who Am I” (Week #3): By the third week, it seemed appropriate for all of us to more formally 
introduce ourselves, particularly since participants were leaking information about themselves in 
the previous week. Here is Professor 3’s entry: 
 

Hi Everyone!  
From an earlier note you know that I'm a professor of education at the University 
of Toronto. I was born in Illinois (about 160km from Chicago) and after 
university I taught science in a high school in Wisconsin for several years. Not 
long after Barb and I were married, we moved to Toronto where we now live. We 
have two grown children who live close to us. I teach courses that help teachers 
analyze and improve their own teaching. Although I do not teach IT courses (as 
Professor 1 and Professor 2 do), over the past several years I have become 
interested in the potential of the Internet (including programs like KF that we are 
now using) for learning about other cultures and IT itself. Professor 1 and 
Professor 2 and I share this interest and when we were at a conference began to 
talk about how we might have our students share knowledge and images about 
their culture (Barcelona and Chicago) while learning a new technology (KF) at 
the same time. Although the technologies will change rapidly in the next several 
years, we hope that this experience will give teachers and future teachers (and the 
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three of us) ideas about how technology could be used in innovative ways in the 
classroom. 
Cheers to everyone! 
Professor 3  
 

What is important about the above introduction is that it focuses on issues of education and 
technology and, consequently, reinforces one of the primary aims of Barchito. Again, 
participants tended to respond in a similar fashion. 
 
“Using KF” (Week #4): In an odd way, when a technology is working well, there is not much to 
say about it—or, maybe we talk about technology only when we are frustrated with it and want 
to complain. Participants entered complimentary comments about using KF and said that it was 
easy to use, but the number of entries tapered off considerably. It should be noted that this was 
the first time that there was no good reason to enter a photo, and, as will be discussed below, this 
put the burden on language which likely inhibited entries. Dan from Chicago pointed out that 
with so many participants (14 including the three teachers), it was difficult to know to whom one 
was responding (which was a problem with the version of KF we were using) and that in the 
future it would be helpful to have entries tagged with a photo icon.  
 
“Interesting Things” (Week #5): By this point, momentum seemed to flag a bit, and it was 
becoming clear that the photographs were (not surprisingly) one of the key elements in keeping 
Barchito moving ahead.  Consequently, we opened the topic “Interesting Things” which allowed 
participants to enter photos of anything of interest and talk about it. 
 
“Teaching” (Week #6): The participants were keen to talk about teaching, but, here again, they 
were somewhat limited in what they were able to say, partly because of language, partly because 
of lack of experience (of all the participants, only two—Chicago—had any significant teaching 
experience), and partly because everyone knew that everything they wrote was able to be read by 
everyone, including the teachers. Consequently, the entries tended to emphasize their aspirations 
for teaching. This is one topic that bears a lot more thinking and structure than we gave to it at 
the time. Although the Barcelona participants were keen to hear about teaching from other 
places, in a significant sense they didn’t know enough to ask questions that would provoke a 
thoughtful conversation (true for the Chicago participants as well) and that put a cap on what 
could be said. It was during this week that we all made a conscious effort to be bi-lingual with 
the help of the Google translator. 
 
“Help Us!” (Week #7): By week #7 the participants were quite comfortable making entries on 
KF, and we realized that if we wanted to break the “follow the teachers” form that been 
established, we would have to make a relatively forthright invitation to take Barchito in a 
direction participants would like to go.  
 
“Videoconference” (Weeks #8 & #9): By weeks #8 and #9, Barchito was beginning to wind 
down. Courses in Barcelona and in Chicago were coming to a close and students were beginning 
to focus their attention on term papers and exams. One of the immediate outcomes of the 
previous week #7 was that participants decided to have a videoconference because they wanted 
to meet face-to-face, and they thought this would be a good way to end the experience of 
Barchito—there was considerable excitement generated about this possibility. The three of us 
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were skeptical that it could be done, but it was the direction they wanted to go and, given that we 
had made a plea for help, we felt obliged to make it happen, if possible. KF was an asynchronous 
medium and avoided the difficulty of time differences between Barcelona and Chicago and 
Toronto (7 and 6 hrs, respectively). Our skepticism came from the fact that a videoconference 
would have to be synchronous and, with participants’ work schedules and the time differences, 
would involve logistical complications. We left the topic “Videoconference” open for two weeks 
in an effort to sort out scheduling. The only time that the Chicago people could reasonably 
participate was during class in the evening, which was at 2 a.m. for Barcelona. Finally, it was 
decided to have a one-hour videoconference between Professor 3 in Toronto and the Barcelona 
participants, followed by a one-hour videoconference between them and Professor 2 in Chicago.  
 
5. Issues 
 
Qualitative research involves multiple, layered interpretations, and Barchito has been no 
exception. Every move in the process, from Barchito’s initial conceptualization to the 
presentation of this paper, has involved acts of choice and interpretation. Even the mere 
description of what happened inevitably involved choices of what to describe and how to 
describe it. However, it is in this section that we go beyond interpretive description and aim at a 
blatantly interpretive analysis in order to understand what happened with the process and with its 
outcome. What follows is a discussion of the issues that emerged during the course of Barchito. 
Many of these issues overlap, of course, and some emerged or faded in importance as the process 
unfolded. Our discussion is informed by a systematic and thorough reading of the multiple 
sources of data, discussed above. As we culled the data, from the entries and student reflections 
themselves to our field notes and emails to each other, at least six issues emerged that, in our 
judgment, merit attention on their own and that seem necessary to a sketch of the whole of 
Barchito: Language, Authority and teaching/learning styles, Nature of participation, Media (e.g., 
photos and video clips), and Technical issues. We will begin with language. 
 
5.1 Language 
 
Language was a huge issue for Barchito, as we anticipated, but the way that it was an issue was 
enormously complex—complex, and interesting. To begin, the fact that Barchito was conducted 
primarily in English is the reason that Barchito was able to happen at all, since the students from 
Chicago did not speak Spanish. Initially, language was not an issue for the Chicago students. 
Language was, however, a significant barrier for the Barcelona students, and it was one of the 
main reasons that only 7/65 volunteered.4 Language was an enormous challenge for the 
Barcelona students, primarily because they were not fluent in English and because their 
customary learning context was not one where making mistakes was taken lightly (an issue of 
authority and learning style, discussed in more detail below). However, the chance to learn more 
English was a huge motivator (which challenges a romantic notion that students would be 
motivated primarily to learn about another culture). The Catalans were certainly fascinated to 
learn more about North America, but the very instrumental goal of learning English tipped the 

                                                 
4 Near the end of Barchito, a number of Barcelona students expressed to Professor 1 that they wished they had 
joined when they saw the excitement of the seven participants, but they did not feel confident enough because of 
their poor English. Catalan universities normally do not teach courses in English unless they are part of the English 
Program. 
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scale toward participation. The following quotes from the Barcelona students nicely illustrate the 
issue of language from their point of view. Midway in Barchito, Professor 1 asked her students to 
write reflective comments on their reactions to what had happened thus far. One group wrote:  
 

Also, language [English] was an important barrier. Specially when you have so many 
things to say or when someone has replied to you in relation to some of the comments 
that were posted into the forum and you find it difficult to explain things in the way you 
would like. (Mid-way reflective report, Barcelona, March)5 

 
As Barchito progressed the Barcelona students slowly realized that they were able to make 
themselves understood in English (with the help of Google translator), and they realized that they 
understood more English. At the end, Professor 1 again asked them to write their reflections 
about Barchito: 
 

As for the English we have to say that we are feeling far more comfortable when it comes 
to writing and understanding. Truth is, if we compare when we all started, we have 
improved considerably. Is important to say that we are using the online translator, since it 
is handy for some words or sentences, but there are some that the translation is too literal. 
When that happens, what we do is that we translate the sentence ourselves, through 
consulting the dictionary or we help each other. For all of this, we can say that we are 
learning more English, unconsciously. In that regard, this forum [KF] is also helping us 
learning English that will become very important at an individual level. (Final reflective 
report, Barcelona, April) 

 
In May, after the final videoconference of Barchito, Professor 1 held a live, videotaped “follow-
up session” with the seven Barcelona students. Not surprisingly, part of the conversation 
concerned language. The Barcelona students pointed out that, had Barchito been conducted in 
Catalan rather than English, they would have participated more, but in the end they were happy 
that English was the medium because it meant that they learned more about the language. At one 
point Laia patted her chest and proudly exclaimed, “See! I’m using English and they understand 
me!” 
 
Because Barchito was conducted in English, language did not present the same sort of problem 
for Chicago participants, but two issues did emerge. First, on the sixth week (the topic was 
“Teaching”) we decided to follow through on an idea brought up by one of the participants—the 
sixth week was to be a Spanish week and everyone was to submit entries in Spanish with the 
help of a translator program (imperfect though it might be). In retrospect, this proved extremely 
challenging for the Chicago participants and participation tapered off noticeably, but it would 
have been hard to deny the request, given the struggle for the Catalans to contribute in English. 
The remaining weeks were in English with Professor 1, Professor 2, and Professor 3 writing in 
English and frequently translating into Spanish (with the help of the Google translator for 
Professor 2 and Professor 3). 
 

                                                 
5 Except for entries in KF, which were all in English, the Barcelona participants wrote and spoke in Catalan—
Professor 1 has translated all quotes from Barcelona participants into English. 
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Google translation became more the norm after Spanish Week. However, a second issue was that 
the translations from Spanish into English were sometimes difficult to understand because of the 
primitive, literal translation of on-line translation programs like Google and Bable Fish. One had 
to have an “ear” for what the Catalans were trying to say and it helped to have a bit of 
understanding of Spanish.6 This helps explain why the participation of the Chicago group began 
to taper off after “Spanish week.” As time went on and the novelty wore off, the language barrier 
became more significant and the frustration of trying to communicate wasn’t worth the price for 
some participants. The fact that some topics were more or less interesting undoubtedly 
contributed to the amount of participation. 
 
One final point about language is worth mentioning. Although Knowledge Forum is an 
asynchronous, continuous process and participants could make as many entries as often as they 
wanted, at the beginning they were asked to make at least two entries per week, and we 
envisioned that they would likely be doing that at one sitting, so to speak. Whether that was the 
actual rhythm of their participation is not known, but several of the Barcelona participants later 
commented that a week between interchanges was needed so that they could understand English 
(or Google translations into English, in the case of Chicago students) and articulate in English 
what they wanted to communicate (for Barcelona students). A comment in their mid-way report 
hints at the time it took them to read and respond to entries: 
 

Our intent is to be able to participate everyday whenever we get a chance and to do it 
without mistakes. Also, we take the free time we have between classes to keep reading 
(and re-reading!) all the participants’ contributions. (Mid-way reflective report, 
Barcelona, March) 

 
In sum, given situational factors (jobs, workload, program), language was an insurmountable 
barrier for some of the Chicago participants. The Barcelona participants overcame the barriers 
because they were so highly motivated to learn English and because they were stimulated by the 
novelty of talking with professors. This latter point involves attitudes to authority and learning 
styles, and it bears further discussion. 
 
5.2 Authority and Teaching/Learning Styles 
 
We have said several times that Barchito was an experiment and, although each of us had 
fantasies of what might happen and what might be problematic, we really did not know what to 
expect—we were prepared to be surprised, as much as one can be prepared to be surprised. We 
anticipated that language would be an issue, of course, but our own enthusiasm for Barchito 
fueled hopes, if not expectations, and, in more heady (naïve) moments, we imagined strangers 
from two different continents and cultures being so excited to learn about the other side of the 
world that issues of language and technophobia would become low hurdles as they rushed to 
their computers to read and respond to the latest entries. Well…that did not happen—or, we 

                                                 
6 For instance, Professor 3 found the Google translations difficult but he could get the gist of what the Barcelona 
participants were trying to say because he had worked closely with Professor 1 on language in academic papers and 
was struggling with learning Spanish himself, which wasn’t the case for other participants. 
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should say, it happened to a degree, but the way in which it happened took us by surprise. As the 
three of us reconstructed the jigsaw of data, here is what appears to have transpired:  
 
In order to get Barchito rolling, the three of us (Professor 1, Professor 2, and Professor 3) started 
things out in order to set the nature and tone of entries. We were concerned about the momentum 
of Barchito, which was an issue partly because of the different calendars and rhythms of activity 
between Chicago and Barcelona. Unfortunately, the best “calendar fit” we could find meant that 
Chicago was on its mid-Winter break during the second week of Barchito. During this period we 
participated more in order to keep up the momentum of the project. Subsequent to that, when 
there seemed to be a lull in activity we would participate in order to encourage those who were 
already participating. As time went on, and the Chicago participation fell off (particularly after 
Spanish Week on week #6), Professor 2 and Professor 3 picked up the slack in an effort to honor 
the Barcelona students’ participation and desire to practice English. On the positive side, 
Barcelona participants, in particular, liked the information that the “Professors” had and were 
willing to share. On the negative side, our participation reinforced the pattern of “professors lead, 
students follow.” 
 
Typically, our approach was informal (more about that below) and we tended to end our entries 
with a question in an effort to engage the Barcelona participants in a genuine conversation. These 
questions frequently solicited the participants’ opinions and thoughts about an issue, and one of 
the clearest examples can be seen in Week #7 “Help Us”. There were several issues concerning 
teaching/learning styles and orientation to authority in the Barcelona context that we (Professor 2 
and Professor 3) did not fully understand at the time, and it is worth looking more closely at 
each. 
 
With respect to teaching/learning styles, the three of us were aware that the teaching/learning 
style in Spanish universities tends to be lecture and recall. However, we (particularly Professor 2 
and Professor 3) were blind to how this style would shape the nature of the interaction between 
the Barcelona participants and us. Pounding away on our computers in Chicago and Toronto, we 
worked hard to connect with the Barcelona participants in ways that honored their views and 
engaged them in genuine conversation. In fact, we were genuinely interested in what they had to 
say because we were nearly as ignorant of the context of their cultural/educational situation as 
they were of ours. (Our understanding of the Catalan context was primarily through Professor 
1—it was a richer understanding than many might have, but it was, after all, “second hand.”) 
But, in the follow-up discussion, they admitted that they sometimes had difficulty answering our 
questions. Part of the difficulty was language, of course, but also they sometimes had difficulty 
reflecting and responding on issues (in the context of professor/student interchange) because 
their school experience seldom rewarded that kind of interaction. 
 
When the Barcelona students would ask us a question about North American culture or some 
aspect of teaching and learning (e.g., “What made you decide to become a professor?”), we 
would answer as fully and honestly as we could. (For instance, when one of the Barcelona 
participants apologized for not making an entry during one week because a beloved aunt had 
died, one of us replied with sympathy and commented on the recent lost of a close aunt.) 
Looking back, the fullness of our entries and replies to questions was met with enthusiasm by the 
Catalans for several reasons. First, our extended contributions forced them to work with English. 
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Second, the substance and tone of our responses addressed their curiosity about North American 
culture. Third, manner in which we were using the Knowledge Forum, particularly when we 
would respond fully to one of their questions, mapped onto a familiar learning style: the 
professor talks and the student listens.  
 
However, asking and answering questions in a conversational manor was sometimes an 
unnerving experience for the Catalans. During the final follow-up discussion with Professor 1, 
they pointed out that, had the conversations on Knowledge Forum been in Catalan, they would 
have likely asked us more questions because they would have had more facility with the 
language. However, they quickly added that theirs was not a “question asking” culture and the 
school system did not encourage asking questions, especially questions to people in authority 
like teachers and professors, and so they were not very confident in knowing what to do or ask.  
 
Another aspect of the learning context in Barcelona of which we, in North America were 
unaware, emerged during the final follow-up discussion. In short, although there were challenges 
of language and authority that were intimidating to the Barcelona students, Barchito became an 
oasis of novelty set against the common routines of the other courses in their program. As one of 
them expressed, “We always say we don’t have an opportunity [to do innovative things in our 
program], but now we did, and we don’t know if it will happen again, so we have to take it.” The 
Barcelona participants were a close group and talked with each other on a daily basis. They all 
agreed that Barchito was an opportunity that they could not refuse if they honestly faced their 
complaints about the “sameness” of many of their courses.7 Although they were fearful about 
language, the novelty of Barchito, combined with Professor 1’s enthusiasm and assurance that 
she would help them with English, tipped the balance toward participation. Let us now have a 
closer look at the nature of that participation. 
 
5.3 Nature of Participation 
 
On the whole, the strings of communication between Barcelona and Chicago participants were 
relatively short and seldom of any depth, which one would expect when strangers who come 
from different languages and cultures try to communicate with each other. Nevertheless, there 
was a real sense that participants were genuinely trying to communicate about things that were 
professionally and personally important to each other, as when one of the Chicago participants 
showed a photo of being “fitted” with a wedding dress and talked about her upcoming marriage. 
 
Participants in Barcelona and Chicago took few initiatives in Barchito—whatever leads the 
professors took were followed and imitated by participants—which was expected since the topics 
were set by professors who read and recorded everything. As mentioned, the relationship 
between professor and student in the Catalan context is one of distance and deference to 
authority. In short, due to age and culture, Barcelona participants were probably more 
intimidated by professorial authority than Chicago students; it was a hurdle they had to 
overcome, and, along with issues of language, undoubtedly affected the nature of their 

                                                 
7 It is important to stress that here we are reporting what they said about their program. Our data in Barchito cannot 
support any judgment about whether or not, in fact, the courses in their program were all “the same” or what such a 
claim might actually mean in the present context. What we can say with confidence is that they thought that 
Barchito was a unique experience when compared with the other courses they had taken in their program. 
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participation. For reasons we have outlined, the participation of the Chicago people tended to 
taper off at the midway point, when language became an issue for Chicago after the “Spanish 
Week.” Our view is that they found Barchito to be an interesting and neat experience, but other 
pressures on their busy schedules prohibited them from engaging as fully as they might have 
liked. Part of the demand on their time was that they would be asked questions from Barcelona 
participants that required that they conceptualize and articulate issues about their own culture 
that they had always simply taken for granted, and this can be a demanding exercise. One 
interpretation is that they were too exhausted to package information that they had never actually 
articulated to themselves. The three of us were, at times, moderately personal in our entries 
(articulating feelings about teaching, etc.) and relatively informal. It turned out that this 
informality was extremely important for the Barcelona participants, who were surprised that 
“Professors” would even participate in the conversation. The concern about striking an 
appropriately informal tone is seen in this email excerpt from Professor 3 to Professor 1 and 
Professor 2. 
 

I have entered a note in "Who Am I?" for week #3. As you can see, I have tried to not 
make it too personal (at least for the 3 of us) while at the same time I have tried to come 
across as a human being and not an academic android…. I have tried to frame the note in 
a way that will steer things toward educational issues and reflection on ICT and KF, etc. 

 
The sense of informality for Barcelona participants partly concerned the fact that they did not 
have to read texts—“informality” meant breaking standard school traditions of reading and 
reporting on text. More significantly, however, the sense of informality by the Barcelona 
participants with respect to Barchito concerned how the three professors treated the students and 
how giving they were of themselves. Barcelona participants felt as though they were taken 
seriously as people and, as commented by one of the group, felt as though “we were being 
treated as grown-ups rather than children.” In a similar vein, during the follow-up discussion at 
the end of Barchito, it became clear that the Barcelona students were struck by the lack of 
formality and aloofness from the three of us. For instance, during the follow-up discussion at the 
end, they were surprised that Professor 2 and Professor 3 had remembered personal details of 
each of them (e.g., a birthday) during the videoconference.  
 

We observe that the topics are interesting and the informal language (like saying, “ha 
ha”) makes it more familiar and not so strict. We want to highlight also that everything 
works and we are very motivated to do this new experience. At the beginning we had 
doubts about participating because we were afraid of the language. (Follow-up, 
Barcelona students, May) 
 

They went on to say that Professor 2 and Professor 3 were respectful toward people who did not 
speak English well.8 When Professor 1 asked what surprised them about the videoconferences, 
they said that it confirmed what they suspected from KF—we were natural and good humored, 
and that took their nervousness away.  
 

                                                 
8 Although we have no systematic data and it would be easy to over-generalize, our sense is that the learning 
environment of these students would not be characterized as “supportive” when mistakes were made. 
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It was like it was between friends and everything would be okay, not strange. It was as 
though we were in a bar, side-by-side. Humor is very important. (Follow-up, Barcelona, 
May) 

 
They also pointed out that the physical distance between them and the professors in Chicago and 
Toronto made it easier to use informal language and helped create an informal atmosphere. They 
said that if conversations had been face-to-face it would have been very difficult for them to 
overcome the accustomed formality and distance between professors and students. 
 
5.4 Topic Tension 
 
Despite the qualified success of Barchito (outstanding success from the Barcelona participants’ 
view9), there were several built-in tensions with the topics that merit brief attention. As we have 
said, one of the hopes for Barchito was that participants would begin to talk with one another not 
only about becoming a teacher, but also about broader cultural issues. In order to get the process 
started we started with “my city” and included some photos of some of the stunning architecture 
of Barcelona and Chicago, including works of a famous Spanish architect, Calatrava. In some 
sense, this strategy did work to get people talking, but we made some very wrong assumptions. 
Professor 3 had set the first topic and had assumed that the Barcelona participants actually came 
from Barcelona and the Chicago participants came from Chicago. They did not. In both cases, 
only one participant came from the major city. The Chicago people tended to come from large, 
outlying suburbs, and the Barcelona people mainly came from small towns situated some 
distance from the city of Barcelona. Consequently, the title of the topic, “my city” was a bit off 
for most of the participants. Because they did not actually come from these two cities, their 
knowledge and understanding of the city’s architecture was little more than knowing that they 
had great buildings. Everyone can enjoy looking at Calatrava’s structures, but if they (including 
the Spanish) do not know who Calatrava is, then what are they to say? The point of all of this is 
that it is difficult to talk about issues that you know little about, and in the future we will be more 
careful in crafting the precise nature of the topic at the very start. 
 
The preceding point holds as well for talking about one’s culture. It is difficult for young people 
who are inexperienced to talk about their own culture. It is hard to talk about issues that you take 
for granted but have never had to conceptualize and articulate—the participants were of their 
cultures, but that did not mean that they found it easy to talk about their cultures, especially 
when language was a barrier (a goldfish would be the last to know she was swimming in water). 
 
While we wanted to ease participants into Barchito with interesting and engaging topics, we also 
became concerned that they were not getting down to the real task quickly enough, and, in that 
concern, we missed the fact that they were doing what we had hoped all along, they just were not 
doing it in the way we had anticipated. Professor 3 and Professor 1 expressed the tensions we 
felt. Professor 3 wrote: 

 
The Barchito students seem to be learning about each other’s cultures and they are 
learning how to use a technology (and are helping each other learn). I sometimes lose 

                                                 
9 The Chicago group spoke highly of the experience, but, as pointed out previously, they were less involved in 
Barchito for a variety of reasons. 
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sight of the fact that they are learning now and we should not see these first few weeks as 
just messing around until we get to the “real stuff.” But, I will admit that I feel a bit of a 
tension here. At some point I would like them to talk about technology (what they think 
about it, what excites them, what frustrates them, what they would like more help with, 
how they see using it in the future as educators), but I don’t want to make that such an 
artificial task that it quenches the fire and fun of what appears to be happening…. The 
trick for us, as I see it, is to have both the serious discussion about technology and the fun 
of learning about each other and our different cultures and sub/cultures. (Professor 3, 
email to Professor 1 and Professor 2) 

 
And Professor 1 had written: 
 

I have to admit that after several weeks having as topic for discussion cultural and social 
issues I was very impatient to get down to teaching or technology. The participation was 
not as high as one would hope…and that partly was because in topics that lack photos 
participation dropped considerably—it was harder to illustrate the point being made. 
With teaching/technology the hoped for contributions required more elaboration and time 
on each other’s part, and there was no help with photos, which explained the fewer 
contributions. (Professor 1, field notes) 

 
As can be seen in Professor 1’s note, photos played a huge role in Barchito. 
 
5.5 Media 
 
A picture is worth a zillion words when people are struggling with language, and in many ways 
the attached photos in KF became the driving force of Barchito. All but a couple of participants 
regularly posted pictures as a way of communicating, and those with weaker English tended to 
post more photos. Topics that did not lend themselves to photos had fewer entries and we have 
inferred that this was partly because of the demands placed on English. As the Barcelona group 
commented,  
 

We have found the first contributions from the Chicago people very good because 
they are explaining many things and they were always with many pictures that helped 
us to get a clearer idea of what they meant. (Mid-way reflective report, Barcelona, 
March) 

 
As time went on it was clear that participants had become increasingly comfortable with the 
process of uploading photographs onto KF and did it routinely. And, we must say that, even for 
the three of us, entries that had no photos attached seemed somehow less compelling. (We 
recognized that, by and large, most of the participants represented an audiovisual rather than 
textual generation—they also loved making videos of themselves and several of these were 
posted for each of the two groups on the Internet in a program called Task Stream.) 
 
During the follow-up discussion in May, Professor 1 asked the Barcelona participants about the 
role of the photos in Barchito, and the discussion that ensued gave us a better sense of how 
Barchito had become a family experience for most of them. All of the participants showed 
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photos to their extended families, and all agreed that they had saved the photos as mementos of 
Barchito. The photos not only helped with communication for the Barcelona participants, their 
moms, dads, siblings, aunts, uncles, and boyfriends became interested in the photos from the 
Chicago group and from Professor 2 and Professor 3.10 Laia showed pictures that Professor 2 had 
sent from Mexico to her family because her boyfriend loves Mexico and she always wanted to go 
there. Ana’s mother is a primary school teacher and was curious about Barchito from an 
educational standpoint—Ana and her mother started saving photos from Chicago and Toronto in 
a special folder. In cases like these, it became clear that the photos struck very personal chords in 
the participants’ lives.   
 
During the Barcelona follow-up discussion, it also became apparent how the photos contributed 
to the relaxed, informal atmosphere that the participants valued and allowed them to feel 
comfortable even though they were nervous about their English. Both Professor 2 and Professor 
3 included candid photos of their families (including Professor 3’s dog, Max, riding in a bicycle 
basket) and shots of places they had been (such as Professor 2’s Mexico trip). 
 
The reaction to one photo in particular was surprising. Professor 3 had included a photo of the 
kitchen in his house. The kitchen was not “trendy”—modest by North American standards—and 
he included the photo simply to show the differences that one cannot help notice between North 
America and Europe concerning various everyday appliances and fixtures that people deal with 
on a daily basis in the home (sinks, refrigerators, stoves, faucets, storage, work spaces, coffee 
makers, etc). The photo focused on physical artifacts.11 Although, as anticipated, the photo 
fascinated the students and their families, their primary reaction was that the photo had revealed 
something very private and they talked about it in terms of the risks that a professor would take. 
 

We thought that they took risks on the pictures posted—for instance, showing his kitchen 
and his family. We thought about including friends’ pictures but we thought that it was 
not a good idea since the forum [KF] was among ourselves. (Follow-up, Barcelona 
students, May) 

 
Professor 1 helped us understand that, unlike North America, where kitchens can become “show 
cases,” a working kitchen in Spain tends to be a very private space that you would seldom if ever 
show to guests or display in a public forum.12 These sorts of photos contributed to the 
“humanness of professors” that surprised and intrigued the Barcelona participants. Photos like 
the “kitchen” did indeed contribute to discussions among participants and an understanding of 
culture, but in not quite the way we expected. 
 

                                                 
10 We do not know if the Chicago participants talked about Barchito and showed photos to their families (they were 
older and had been independent for some time, so it is less likely that families were involved in the same way as 
with Barcelona), but there was ample evidence that they were “wowed” by the photos from Spain. 
11 It is worth mentioning again that the Barcelona participants were young and none of them had been to North 
America, although they had been inundated with stereotypes in popular media. Their images of North American 
culture came primarily from Hollywood movies, which seldom “freeze” an ordinary household scene like a modest 
kitchen.  
12 The “privacy” of kitchens maps onto the European tendency to entertain in restaurants rather than in the home, 
unlike North America. These kinds of generalizations aid contextual understanding, but they should be taken with a 
grain of salt since there are, naturally, many exceptions to the rule. 
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5.6 Technical issues 
 
Because one of the aims of Barchito was to give participants who were shy or phobic about ICT 
an experience that would transcend their nervousness and “draw them in,” so to speak, it is 
appropriate to make a few comments about some of the technical issues that emerged during the 
process. We can safely say that the Barcelona participants were “drawn in” and seemed to have 
little difficulty with the technology, but it is not as clear a picture with the Chicago group. There 
were several students who “signed up” for Barchito, but never actually participated, and, besides 
the differences in context described at the beginning of this paper, it could have been that some 
of the technical issues were intimidating. We found out that some did not have Internet 
connections at home, and that curtailed their ability to participate. 
 
The shear number of entries became overwhelming to some participants, especially if they had 
been away from Barchito for several days. This became a problem for some when their lives 
were already demanding. Some found it difficult to remember faces and names and to remember 
who they were speaking to—continuity became an issue. As Dan said, 

 
In terms of the technology, I found KF difficult—there were those wonderful entries from 
people we’ve never met and I found it very hard to track who was saying what. Probably 
I would have been able to get more out of it if I had been able to put a face to an entry. 
So, when somebody was posting I could see the track but I would have liked a signature 
like email where you can attach pictures. (Follow-up, Chicago, June)13 

 
As we mulled over the data and thought about some of the technical issues, we realized that 
sometimes it was not clear to participants whether they should reply to an entry or not. Everyone 
could read all entries, and we initially had an image of everyone participating on a topic and, 
consequently, creating conversational strings. However, conversations often dropped after a 
couple of interchanges between two people. One part of the problem seemed to be this: In order 
to personalize the interaction and draw people in, the three of us would address individuals by 
their first name. However, when one of us would begin an entry with, for instance, “Hi Monica,” 
it increased the likelihood that Monica would reply, but it probably decreased the likelihood that 
others would join in, even though everyone knew that everyone was reading almost every entry 
and everyone was welcome to join in. We do know that more private conversations were held 
over MSN with the Barcelona participants. 
 
6. What was learned 
 
The qualitative evidence shows that Barchito was a “high” for the participants and that 
enthusiasm for Barchito was infectious for students and professors alike. During the final 
feedback session in May, one Barcelona participant commented that they became “infected with 
the enthusiasm of the professors.” Another commented that her parents thought it was the only 
course she was taking at university because it was the only one she talked about. All of them 

                                                 
13 Later versions of KF have the feature Dan was talking about. The Barcelona people got around the problem by 
printing out participants’ names and photos and placing the printout next to their computer. 
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talked about showing the pictures from Barchito to their friends and family. Two months earlier, 
Professor 1 had written: 
 

The “Barchitos” approached me in the cafeteria today and explained that they had already 
downloaded the [Barchito] Power Point (a summary of participant entries) and made it 
into a poster to hang in their room because they didn’t know whether they would be able 
to get a record of it once the project finished. Also, their parents were the ones pushing 
and asking them to log-on and check what was going on [with Barchito]. (Professor 1, 
field notes, 28 Mar 06) 

 
Professor 2 had written in an early email: 
 

I love reading these notes. There is a charm in those comments by your students, Isa. It 
comes through in spades, and it is funny how that can happen with so few words, and by 
words alone.  It is like the power of letter writing, getting a letter, hearing from someone 
you so wanted to hear from, and then the letter comes, you read the letter, and it is 
something unique and stirring.  I get a “vibe” from these notes. 

 
Professor 1 noted that in spite of the initial frustration in trying to keep up with writing and 
responding to entries, the Barcelona participants made clear that they felt lucky to be able to 
participate in the project and wondered why they had not had the opportunity for such an 
international experience during their undergraduate courses (Professor 1, field notes,17 Mar 06). 
The gossip among other students in the Barcelona course was that they wished they had 
participated in Barchito, in spite their fears about language, when they saw how much fun the 
participants were having.  
 
The Barcelona participants agreed that they had learned a different way of learning as a result of 
Barchito. They learned that learning could be fun, a point of view uncommon in the Spanish 
context (although the participants’ classmates were envious about the experience, the classmates 
also thought that the participants could not be learning much because they were having too much 
fun). They also learned that there were other ways to “have a course” than the traditional lecture 
format that was the norm in their program. 
 

This methodology [KF] radically breaks away from the idea of lecturing in class [and 
that] links with all the ideas that we have studied in our program. We learned how to 
create a diversity of ideas in the class and to avoid lecturing. This [Barchito] was a course 
that practiced what it preached. This project helped us incorporate new technologies for 
working in education or in any other field. It brings the future closer with new ways of 
working in a class. (Follow-up session, May) 
 

As mentioned previously, the Barcelona participants repeatedly said that they were learning so 
much about culture, and we were not sensitive to exactly what they meant by what they said. 
Certainly, the specific entries in KF gave little evidence of “cultural learning,” whatever that 
might mean. Over time, however, and as a result of the Follow-up session in May and informal 
remarks overheard by Professor 1, it became apparent that the cultural learning to which they 
were referring had to do with the nature of the interaction they were having with the three 
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professors. The professors took them seriously as individuals, engaged them and sought their 
opinions, and came across as human beings rather than stereotypical authority figures. Indeed, 
the “learning tone” was an indicator of a culture to which they were unaccustomed. 
 
Monica said that the Barchito experience helped her learn about herself: “This experience helped 
me to grow.” Conquering her fears about language was part of it, but she went on to say that, 
usually as a student, she did not feel as though she were treated as an adult and taken seriously. 
The high expectations for Barchito (primarily because of language challenges) forced her “to not 
feel brain dead.” She pointed out that the three of us paid attention to the participants and kept 
asking them questions about education, culture, and technology. Laura commented that she 
looked on the Barchito experience with respect because she realized how special it was, 
particularly with regard to interacting with the three professors. She said that she and her 
classmates saw that the professors genuinely wanted to know about their opinions and that was 
unique. Consequently, from the nature of the interaction in KF, they learned a different way of 
having a course. They took pains to point out that their participation was genuine and, in spite of 
the initial requirement that they participate twice a week, they did not count the number of times 
they participated. They did it because they wanted to and did not think about grades—they 
regarded Barchito as a life-experience rather than a course. (Follow-up, 31-May-06). 
 
Laura commented in the videoconference with Professor 3 that one of the great things about 
Barchito was “the good relationships which everybody had. We would like to express how we 
have enjoyed that experience in which we have been able to keep in touch with people from 
Toronto and Chicago.” Anna said that “it was a great experience, and I hope that these little 
friendships never end.” Monica brought up an interesting point about the nature of the group that 
had jelled as a result of Barchito. She commented that, typically, Spanish learning culture is not 
cooperative and with Barchito participation was “more like a family,” and she wondered if 
things would have gone as well if the participants had not known each other as well as the group 
did. As Monica said, “we have been supporting each other rather than competing—that doesn’t 
mean ‘agreeing,’ it means ‘respecting’ one another.” During the follow-up session, the 
Barcelona participants revealed that they helped one another by telling each other (via cell 
phone, MSN, or next day in class) if she had a message from one of the other participants. 
 
One surprise for us was a comment made by Laia. She said that the Barchito experience had 
changed her opinion toward Americans. She had anticipated that the Chicago participants would 
push their own political views and, when they did not, it made her “realize that there are different 
sorts of Americans, not just the stereotypes.” Although Barchito was a tiny, unique project and 
there are no guarantees and it is easy to be overly optimistic, it does open a window on the 
possibility of such projects as vehicles for bringing people together in a world that is being 
pulled apart. 
 
The Chicago participants expressed that they “loved the experience” and it was clear that they 
were excited with the interchange with people from across the Atlantic. However, a hard reality 
was that they were employed full-time and going to night-school already put a heavy burden on 
their busy lives. The fact that Barchito was an “add-on” to their already packed schedules, 
coupled with their inability to hook-up easily outside of the evening class, meant that they were 
able to participate less frequently and with less intensity. The rhythm of their lives (family, work, 
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and night school) meant that they were relatively isolated from one another and did not form a 
support group, as did the cohort from Barcelona. In addition, there was no initial compulsory 
push (e.g., obligatory course credit, as with Barcelona) that helped move them into the habit of 
participation. 
 
However, there were indications that Barchito had had some influence on their outlook and on 
how they worked on projects in their Chicago ICT course. Professor 2 commented in an email 
that two of the Chicago participants had worked together on another class project in which the 
approach they had taken seemed to be heavily influenced by their Barchito experience. During a 
follow-up phone call in June, Professor 2 asked Mary Beth if she had learned anything from 
Barchito that she did not know before. She replied, 
 

I’d learned about the technology about sending messages before, and I think this [KF] is a 
great tool—the idea of corresponding with students and educators in a different country is 
great because you definitely learned about things that are similar between two different 
classes with some similar structure, and that, overall, was very practical. 

 
He also asked if she thought that she might use a technology like KF in her future classrooms. 
 

Definitely, I find it easy to use and it can be applied to all levels. Even with younger kids 
(9-10 years old) I think something as simple as to start talking about your city, your 
family… a kid can start using the technology and start corresponding—essentially what 
we learned as pen-pals. You know, we wrote letters to other kids when we were young, 
so I think it is a great tool. 

 
In a similar follow-up phone call in June, Dan stressed the commonalities of human situations: 
 

I guess my biggest thing that I learned was not finding differences but similarities. I took 
some time today and read through KF and, in a general sense, people are people wherever 
we go. I was reading my Barcelona colleagues’ responses—their love of children in 
teaching and their dismay with bureaucracy.  

 
The three of us (Professor 1, Professor 2, and Professor 3) were, frankly, a bit surprised at our 
own enthusiasm for the Barchito project. We naturally learned a lot about working with KF 
under “global” conditions. Many of the things we learned have already been mentioned in the 
above discussion: working with language, age, experiential, and cultural differences; working 
with strangers; working with 6-7hr time differences; and working with a virtual medium (so 
close, yet so far), to name a few. Professor 2 commented several times that the experience made 
him think about the establishment of relationships with a class. 
 

This is going to change the way I teach this class in the future, and it has to do with 
establishing and building relationships earlier on.  In past classes, by the end of a class, I 
have usually gotten to know the students pretty well, but in some ways it is a bit late.  I 
have often felt this sense of sadness when the class comes to an end and students move 
on.  I realize now that part of that feeling resides in the fact that I have just gotten to 
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know them. I do feel like I have gotten to know some of the Barcelona students in ways I 
might not have gotten to know my own students, just from these interchanges [on KF]. 

 
Professor 2 also subjectively sensed that his participants got to know each other more quickly 
and seemed to work together with each other more quickly on other projects than with students 
he had had in other courses. For the three of us Professor 2’s reflections also opened the broader 
issue of the “distance” between professors and students, a distance that is necessary and 
appropriate, given the roles and power structures, but a distance that can, unfortunately, be 
artificially formal and not conducive to learning or, in more conducive circumstances, can 
encourage students’ efforts to take intellectual risks and to learn. All three of us were surprised at 
the degree to which the participants, particularly the Barcelona participants, were appreciative of 
the lack of formality and hierarchy and that they could, within limits of language, have 
“genuine” conversations with professors. This is clearly a cultural issue, but it is also an issue of 
degree within cultures. There are many factors to the “packed” issue of distance between teacher 
and learner and personality is clearly a major factor. However, we think that the medium of KF 
was conducive to our ability (for students and professors) to get close, but not too close. Another 
huge factor was that the whole project was experimental in the sense that, while we did things to 
move the project forward, we did not have a form to follow and we were relaxed about what the 
outcomes might be.  
 
Another “interpretive revelation” came from Professor 1. She pointed out that the tangibleness of 
Barchito was important to her participants because it engaged them in an alternative technology 
rather than just talking about it. Although it was done as a class project for her participants and 
had a quasi-virtual aspect to it (that is, the participant’s were not engaging their own classroom 
for which they had responsibility), the fact that they were communicating with real strangers 
who would in some way be affected by and would affect them made it real and had an impact in 
a way quite different from their standard class projects. In an email to Professor 2 and Professor 
3, Professor 1 wrote: 
 

I guess, for my people, I could sense that this experience was reachable and real—it was 
just at their fingertips for them to squeeze it, even if they had to reach out for language 
help, and that we are serious with this. [They realize] that things happen and we can make 
them happen—that by itself is an amazing thing, at least in our context.  For example [in 
the videoconferences] they were blown away by the fact that you two remembered things 
about themselves that they had posted [on KF] some time ago. They could sense that you 
are serious with them, that is worth it, and that Barchito is not another project that they 
put away in a box. So I guess, part of what they’ve learned is a new method of working 
with people, a new way of teaching. 

 
These are all issues that merit more systematic study in future cases. 
 
We began this paper with the comment that in the Barchito project we were aiming for an ICT 
experience that had a “Wow!” quality to it in the belief that the intensity and duration of such an 
experience would enhance the chance that participants would use what they had learned when 
they one day had their own classrooms. We have intentionally used the colloquial “Wow!” 
because we have felt that an academic, crisply defined, measurable construct would be 
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premature, given the exploratory, pilot nature of the project. Qualitatively, we would argue that 
Barchito had the sort of impact we had vaguely hoped for, particularly for the Barcelona 
participants, less so for those in Chicago (for all the reasons we have discussed above).  
 
For Barcelona students, then, the experience was positive in a way we had hoped and might 
increase the likelihood that they would do something similar in the future, but we will never 
know because their future is too far away for us to make much of a prediction. All of the 
participants expressed the view that they would like to try something similar in their future 
classrooms, but heartfelt as those expressions might be, we cannot predict whether those 
intentions will be fulfilled. Furthermore, given the pace of ICT change, by the time they are 
actually teachers (1 or 2 years from now) technology likely will have changed dramatically, and 
so it is likely that KF (in its present form) will be obsolete. (As we write, it should be noted that 
many schools in Spain, USA, and Canada still do not have internet connection, although that too 
will change rapidly in the future—various cities across North America are implementing or 
contemplating free Wi-Fi service in their city core.) 
 
However, although we cannot say whether Barchito was successful (“success” defined as using a 
similar technology in a similar fashion in their own classrooms), there has been clear evidence 
that the experience had the sort of impact that might increase the likelihood of taking some sort 
of ICT risk (if we can put it that way) in the future. In the Chicago case, Professor 2 noted that 
students in his course who were teaching (but were not Barchitos) all tried something out of the 
ordinary with regard to ICT, and he suspects that some of that risk-taking was the result of 
conversations about future classrooms that were instigated as a result of the Chicago 
participants’ experience with Barchito. In the Barcelona case, one half year after Barchito, the 
participants approached Professor 1 with a proposal to develop and take a new course based on 
Barchito as part of their course requirement for their final year. One full year after Barchito, they 
were in a comparative education course and were in the process of developing a class project that  
compared teaching approaches between USA and Spain. We take such things as encouraging 
signs about the potential impact of the Barchito project. 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
The outcomes for Barchito run from simple insights (e.g., people participate more if they are 
addressed by name, but one consequence of that practice is that others who read the entry do not 
respond—next time we will make more explicit and model that it is okay for others to join in) to 
more profound outcomes. The more profound outcomes concern what the participants say they 
learned and what we learned: 
  
• Participants said that they learned a lot about themselves as learners and what they are able to 

do if they risk trying. They said that the supportive, non-judgmental, informal atmosphere 
created gave them confidence to do what they were not sure they could do, especially with 
regard to language. 

 
• Participants from Barcelona repeatedly expressed how much they learned about a way of 

teaching that was different from the didactic modes they normally experienced (we 
conceptualize this as the difference between constructivist and transmission teaching, but 
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there are also imbedded cultural issues in their comments). All agreed that it was the first 
time as students that they felt that they had been treated as though they were adults who had 
opinions worth listening to. 

 
• Several participants remarked that their conversations with the group from Chicago had made 

them re-think their (unflattering) American stereotypes.  
 
• Participants repeatedly said how rewarding it was to learn about another culture—in the 

feedback interviews it was apparent that their “learning” ran the gamut from observing that 
streets are wider in Chicago than in Barcelona, that professors are not always aloof, and that 
learning can be enjoyable. 

 
• From our view, aside from learning many technical/process issues about Knowledge Forum 

and coming to understand what the participants were learning, we were pleasantly surprised 
at the degree to which the project brought them closer together as learners and the degree to 
which it brought us closer to them. We shared their infectious excitement, we grew anxious 
at flagging momentum, and we felt a genuine sadness when Barchito came to an end. The 
project also helped us reflect on who we were as teachers, the nature of our involvement, and 
what seem to be significant factors in making such a project “work.” 

 
There is clear evidence that the “realness” of communicating 1/3 the way around the world with 
a stranger in a similar learning situation was compelling enough to allay fears about technology 
for many participants. The project was an experience that they will likely remember with some 
degree of vividness. (As pointed out above, Barcelona participants reported that their families 
and friends wanted to see the photos and what people were saying.) Our study was not designed 
to test empirically whether the experience would be lasting enough to influence their eventual 
use of technology in their future classrooms (we are working on ways to track how they will use 
technology), but their own reports show that their participation influenced their thinking about 
teaching and other cultures. In short, the evidence suggests that The Barchito Project met the 
immediate goal of having students engage an exciting use of technology that moved them 
beyond their initial trepidation—qualitatively speaking, the “WOW” factor was there. Were this 
finding to be replicated on a larger scale, it would have significant implications for teaching 
educational technology to pre-service teachers. 
 
Perhaps more importantly, there is ample evidence that the participants were thirsty for 
knowledge about another culture and that made them think about their own culture—the 
combination of immediacy, anticipation, discussion, and photographs was a potent vehicle for 
learning about cultural similarities and differences. Projects like Barchito are not a panacea for 
timid ICT learners or for cultural discord, of course, and it is prudent to take a measured stance 
toward their potential for fostering cultural tolerance. Nevertheless, as educators, we find it 
immensely rewarding to see pre-service teachers fired-up about what they are learning as they 
communicate with peers and professors one third the way around the world, and it does set the 
mind to thinking about future possibilities. Berners-Lee, inventor of the World Wide Web, 
recently remarked in The Economist (2007) that, among other things, technologies like the 
Internet and WWW can help build bridges between cultures. He said, “Clearly, any technology 
can be used for good or bad. That’s always been the case, but in general, more communication is 
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a good thing.” We are excited about the potential of projects like Barchito for learning about 
other cultures in a “safe” way that, if done sensitively, could contribute to tolerant attitudes. Let 
us finish with a quote from Monica that captures the spirit of Barchito. During the final feedback 
session in Barcelona participants were discussing the nature of Barchito and what it meant to 
them as learners. All agreed that it had been like no other course they had taken in their program. 
In the middle of an animated discussion, Monica leaned forward in her chair forcefully 
interjecting, “No es un curso, es una experiencia!” 
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